
Jordan: Pushed to the Limit, Katie Price, Random House, 2009, 0099510200, 9780099510208, .
Picking up whereJordan: A Whole New Worldleft off, this is an up front and intensely personal
account of life in front of and behind the cameras, by BritainÐ²Ð‚â„¢s favourite celebrity, Jordan, aka
Katie Price.   From the Hardcover edition.. 
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Ava Gardner An Indiscreet Memoir, Peter Evans, Ava Gardner, 2013, , 304 pages. Ava Gardner
was one of the most glamorous and famous stars in Hollywood in the 1940s and 1950s. Her list of
films includes The Killers, Showboat and Mogambo, for which she was ....

Muse Absolution Guitar-Tab Edition, Muse, Apr 1, 2007, , 80 pages. With a loud energetic style
fueled by killer guitars and monstrous choruses, the English rock trio Muse has been compared to
bands such as Radiohead, Black Sabbath, and Queen ....

Pony in Disguise , Katie Price, 2008, Children's stories, 112 pages. Jess, Mel, Sam, Amber and
Cara are lucky enough to be able to spend as much time as they can with their favourite ponies at
Vicki's Riding School. Grooming, sweeping the yard ....

Deadly Lampshades , J. G. Goodhind, Feb 1, 2010, , 200 pages. The new Honey Driver mystery -
When Honey Driver decided to give the Green River Hotel a makeover, she hadnÐ²Ð‚â„¢t envisaged
her interior designer, Philippe Fabiere, getting choked ....

Katie Price's Mermaids & Pirates: Time for a Picnic An Embossed Storybook, Katie Price, May 19,
2009, , 24 pages. Katie the Mermaid and Peter the Pirate are having a nice quiet picnic but some
hungry crabs and puckish seagulls want to join in. Will there be enough food for everyone? The ....

Crystal , Katie Price, Apr 1, 2011, Reality television programs, 480 pages. A glittering and sexy story
of passion and betrayal and one womanÐ²Ð‚â„¢s search for true love. Crystal is beautiful, talented
and ambitious. All her life she has dreamed of making ....

Paradise , Katie Price, 2011, Celebrities, 320 pages. Praise for Katie Price 'A fabulous guilty holiday
pleasure' - heat Unabashedly laden with sex and OTT with glitz... Go on run yourself a bath full of
bubbles and indulge in ....

Joe Simon My Life in Comics, Joe Simon, 2011, Biography & Autobiography, 246 pages. Joe Simon
is one of the most important figures in comics history, and half of the famous creative team Simon
and Kirby. Simon began his prolific career in the Great Depression ....

The Comeback Girl , Katie Price, 2012, Chick lit, 352 pages. The paperback of Katie Price's
record-breaking novel. Once upon a time, Eden had it all; she was one of the most successful young
singers in the UK, and the darling of the pop ....
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Long After Midnight at the NiÐ“Â±o Bien A Yanqui's Missteps in Argentina, Brian Winter, 2008,
Argentina, 247 pages. In 1999, twenty-two-year-old Brian Winter packed his bags and headed for
Buenos Aires. He learnt the language, got to know the people and suffered with them as the peso
....

The Boy in the Biscuit Tin , Heather Dyer, 2007, , 150 pages. When Ibby is sent to stay with her
aunt, she discovers her two troublesome boy cousins, Francis and Alex, playing with an old box of
magic tricks they found in the attic. Ibby ....

The Difficult Second Book , Chris Moyles, 2007, Biography & Autobiography, 320 pages. Further
hilarious musings and anecdotes from the bestselling motor-mouth Radio 1 DJ whose first book,
The Gospel According to Chris Moyles shot straight onto the Sunday Times ....

Katie Price's Mermaids and Pirates Let's Build a Sandcastle A Touch & Feel Book, Katie Price, May
19, 2009, , 12 pages. Katie and Peter are building a sandcastle. Touch the textured areas and help
them find lots of different colours to add to the sandcastle..

Sapphire , Katie Price, 2010, Businesswomen, 320 pages. Sapphire Jones doesn't believe in
relationships anymore, not since she caught her husband in bed with another woman. She puts all
her passion into running her own business - a ....

Kerry: Story of a Survivor The Biography of Britain's Most Inspiring Star, Emily Herbert, Oct 30,
2006, , 288 pages. Kerry Katona is one of Britain's most talked about celebrities. In recent years, her
pictures have never been far from the front pages of newspapers and glossy magazines. Her ....

Life Swings The Autobiography, Nick Faldo, Jack Nicklaus, 2005, , 390 pages. Nick Faldo's
remarkable memoir tells the story of the obsessive teenager who grew up to be the greatest golfer
this country has ever produced. Along the way there have been ....

Katie Price has led a rollercoaster life and the excitement, glamour and emotional twists and turns
show no signs of slowing down. Although happily married to Peter Andre, the past few years have
been troublesome for Katie. She has overcome a string of fiercely emotional challenges: she has
battled post-natal depression, endured a traumatic miscarriage and continually fought fears for the
safety and health of her children and husband. It has all undoubtedly taken its toll on her and placed
great strains on her relationship. Katie has always been a strong, passionate, sensitive and
independent woman but even she has been pushed to her limits.Yet Katie's spirit has always shone
through and her enthusiasm and determination have seen her triumph: her career continues to go
from strength to strength and her desire and appetite to succeed know no bounds. She has given
birth to a beautiful daughter, Princess Tiaamii, too and despite everything that has been thrown at
them, Katie and Peter have emerged more in love than ever before. "Jordan: Pushed to the Limit" is
a truly intimate portrait of a sensational life. Every page is filled with searing honesty and Katie's
unmistakable frank way with words in this moving, up-front and intensely personal account of a life
lived to the full.

Yet, Katie&#x92;s spirit has always shone through and her enthusiasm and determination have
seen her triumph: her career continues to go from strength to strength and her desire and appetite
to succeed know no bounds. She has given birth to a beautiful daughter, Princess Tiáami too and
despite everything that has been thrown at them, Katie and Peter have emerged more in love than
ever before.

With the release of Jordan's third auto-biography (following on from 'Making a Clean Breast of
Things') some people will probably feel that serialisation of her life has indeed been 'Pushed to the
Limit'. I shall have to respectfully disagree, however. This book has more wonderful insights into her
multi-faceted career- from her early work as a page-three girl to her forays into politics and music.
Perhaps most enlightening of all, however, is the account of her recent work as a novelist.



Although critical acclaim for the book 'Crystal' was not as universally forthcoming as she might have
hoped, there are many who regard it as being one of the most 'distinctive' examples of
contemporary literature since the publication of 'Swan' by Naomi Campbell. Included within this
volume are some insightful tips from Jordan, regarding her approach to the art:

"For one to touch the reader's soul in an intimate communion of spritual concordance, a naturalistic
manner of syntax should be permitted to evolve from within the holistic depths of the innermost
sanctum of conciousness, unimpeded by pedantic compulsions of adherence to archaic formalism,
and all that."

I also enjoyed the account of her music career, which recently led to a popular album of duets with
her husband Andre Agassi- an album which led one critic to describe the couple as being "the 'heirs
apparent' to Roberto Alagna and Angela Gheorgiu". I am a huge fan of Jordan's approach to
singing. There is something very 'real' about her vocal timbre that may be owing to the fact that she
has refrained from seeking formal vocal coaching. Indeed, she is gloriously unhindered by the
stylistic restrictions imposed by the acquisition of traditional vocal technique (or by the stylistic
restrictions imposed by the possession of god-given talent). Whether you have acquired a taste for
her individual style or not, you could never accuse Jordan of being synthetic in any way. That girl
sure has a natural pair of lungs on her!

As a whole, my only criticism is that I found the book to be a little 'top-heavy'. The last few chapters
just seemed like filler, which I found slightly disappointing. I would never have guessed that a writer
of Jordan's stature would have any great need for padding. Still, this is an excellent opportunity to
keep abreast with the life of an authentic 'Jacqueline of all trades'. Unfortunately this book has come
under a barrage of unjustified criticism, but women like Jordan will always have their knockers. Read
more &rsaquo;

I have read all of her books as regardless of whether your a fan or not, you cant deny that theyre a
great read. As shes so honest, it means lot of other celebrities books fall short compared to hers. Its
like reading a great story, it makes you laugh and in this book, there are times when it could make
you cry. Most people wonder why anyone would need 3 autobiographies but she manages to fill
them of interesting stories and I will definately be buying the next as people who are negatice
towards them are usually those who havent read it and given it a chance.

I am a true fan of Katie and her family and i hate all the critism she gets, i just dont understand it.
She has proved to be an amazing mum and businesswomen. I have great respect for her and she is
my idol! She never gives up and tries her best to suceed in every one of her dreams, she always
makes her dreams become realities.

I have read all of Katie Price's autobiographies. This book was not like her first two. She talks alot
about her post natal depression. She also talks about her husband Peter Andre's illness and son
Harvey's illness and accident. This is much more of a somber read than her others. If you are a
Katie Price fan it is still worth reading.

Jordan the glamour model, who I am maybe-sort-of envious of...well who wouldn't be? she's got a
fuck off house in the countryside that makes my farmouse look like a hovel, a line of stables and a
fleet of sportscars. She has made her millions on fake plastic tits ~which I have since learned are
SMALL in comparison...more This review comes with a warning; excessive moaning, and not the
good kind...I hate it when people leave books at my house because I feel compelled to read them.
Even one's like these.

Jordan the glamour model, who I am maybe-sort-of envious of...well who wouldn't be? she's got a
fuck off house in the countryside that makes my farmouse look like a hovel, a line of stables and a
fleet of sportscars. She has made her millions on fake plastic tits ~which I have since learned are
SMALL in comparison to my real 36J's,has fake hair and nails and teeth and probably a lot more
besides. This is a girl who never even finished her GCSE's compared with my MA in archaeology
and BA in history of art. I have come to the conclusion that she operates on an instinctive level,like



neanderthal man or something with all of the tools one requires to survive, normally tucked away in
the primordial lizard part of her brain overriding everything else in there,because let's face it her
obvious minimal intelligence combined with a penchant for flashy shopping simply does not explain
how she's managed to earn and maintain so much.

First of all I am quite a big fan of Katie Price's fictional books not so much her autobiographies but
'pushed to the limit' had a sort of appeal to me. Firstly the cover of the paperback was striking! I
genuinely believed that this was a more honest account of her life, whereas the others she had
previously written were covers with tons of make-up, glitz and glam, this one she wore hardly any
make-up with her hair scraped back. I loved the uniqueness of it! I did cry at the beginning when i
rea...more First of all I am quite a big fan of Katie Price's fictional books not so much her
autobiographies but 'pushed to the limit' had a sort of appeal to me. Firstly the cover of the
paperback was striking! I genuinely believed that this was a more honest account of her life,
whereas the others she had previously written were covers with tons of make-up, glitz and glam, this
one she wore hardly any make-up with her hair scraped back. I loved the uniqueness of it! I did cry
at the beginning when i read of her post natal depression and her account of it was written with such
bare honesty that it really got to me. Katie Price follows me on twitter and i have so much respect for
her i think she is truly amazing and this book was a good read and i would recomend it to fans of
hers and lovers of memoirs overall a good and sad read but not my cup of tea, like i said before i
more prefer her fiction books. Happy reading guys! mwah x(less)

Re-reading this again, I can see why they broke up shortly after this was written. TAlk about NOT
made for each other! All they do is row. Some of the stuff written here was covered in her last book
book but in more detail, like her depression after JR was born. Didn't know she and Pete had a
show in the states. I wish they had brought out DVDs of their reality show as I missed it when it was
on, readin this book makes me want to watch it!...more Re-reading this again, I can see why they
broke up shortly after this was written. TAlk about NOT made for each other! All they do is row.
Some of the stuff written here was covered in her last book book but in more detail, like her
depression after JR was born. Didn't know she and Pete had a show in the states. I wish they had
brought out DVDs of their reality show as I missed it when it was on, readin this book makes me
want to watch it!Â (less)

I thought this was ok but at times I found Katie very annoying and self obsessed. At others she
seemed lovely however sometimes it felt like she was blaming everyone but herself for anything and
everything. I did however find this a good read as she has had many key events in her life. This is
not the best out of the 4.

In this third volume, Katie talks about the night she took drugs which almost caused Pete to walk out
on her, her postnatal depression and problems bonding with their sun Junior, insecurity over
meeting a couple of Pete's ex-girlfriends and her blossoming career. She talks about the night that
her son Harvey was badly burned in the bath and the months of painful treatment that she endured.
She shares the details of her miscarriage and the surprise pregnancy leading to the birth of
daughter Princ...more In this third volume, Katie talks about the night she took drugs which almost
caused Pete to walk out on her, her postnatal depression and problems bonding with their sun
Junior, insecurity over meeting a couple of Pete's ex-girlfriends and her blossoming career. She
talks about the night that her son Harvey was badly burned in the bath and the months of painful
treatment that she endured. She shares the details of her miscarriage and the surprise pregnancy
leading to the birth of daughter Princess. As usual she pulls no punches and is blunt about her
feelings and it was another good read even though I am not a fan of her personally.(less)

Although I had many interests when I was younger, a friend suggested that I should pursue a
modeling career. So I sent a few shots to an agency and was taken on. I attended loads of castings,
had my fair...more Born as Katie Infield in Brighton, East Sussex, England on May 22 1978, I
changed my last name to Price when my mother Amy remarried. I have an older brother, Daniel,
and a younger sister, Sophie.

My topless modeling career took off in 1996 when I appeared in The Sun as part of the â€˜Page



3â€² pictorial. The legendary section of the tabloid features a different girl each day posing topless. I
was the first topless model to grace the Page 3 for a whole week â€“ fully dressed on a Monday,
then each day revealing more and more untill Friday â€“ full topless. The exposure boosted my
career and I soon became one of the UKs most famous models, under the pseudonym
â€˜Jordan.â€™

Katie Price has led a rollercoaster life and the excitement, glamour and emotional twists and turns
show no signs of slowing down. Jordan: Pushed to the Limit is a truly intimate portrait of a
sensational life. Every page is filled with searing honesty and Katie's unmistakable frank way with
words in this moving, up-front and intensely personal account of a life lived to the full.

Writing three autobiographies before your 30th birthday does seem a little odd - just how much can
there be to say about one person? Well, if that person is Katie Price, rather a lot . . . beneath the
veneer of tits and tan, she holds a lot more close to her chest (no pun intended), from the everyday
reality of dealing with a disabled child to the crippling misery of post-natal depression. This is
probably the most honest Katie has ever been and, as a result, Jordan: Pushed to the Limit is
actually a very moving read
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